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Clear expectations, improved outcomes: using rubrics 

 of fairness 
and consistency that can serve as a powerful motivator to students.  Online applications simplify 

uarantee a professional standard and remove subjectivity from assessment.   

sonable judgment to be made about the extent to which the 
student has achieved the intended outcomes; in addition assessment should support learning and 
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ever, he has yet again achieved a demoralizing mark.  This article will examine 

the use of rubrics as a means of alleviating situations such as this.  It will present criteria for the 
ided that simplify 

lligences, 
coupled with the work of programs like the Victorian Early and Middle Years Programs has 

n on creating an environment conducive to student success.  Using rubrics for 
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ainst those expectations.  

er.   
ponents.  Laid out in the form of a grid, it consists of: 

a) a list of stated objectives or criteria against which a student will be assessed, 
hich rates student performance, 

c) a description for each level indicating the degree to which students has satisfied the criteria. 
It is the inclusion of component (c) that prov rful motivating force for all students, 

less of skill or ability.   
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Abstract:  The use of rubrics to assess learning and performance introduces a level
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printer and a $300 word-processing program – and I still got a D on my term paper.”
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Adapted from: Andrade, H.  (2003)   http://ascd.org/publications/ed_lead/200002/Andrade.html 

t.  Students 
ding to expect for 

work submitted from the outset. By explicitly stating common criteria for all students, rubrics 
s colouring the 

ke 

 expected.  Potentially, any 
ly, the teacher 

t all 
students are on task.  Students are thereby provided with opportunities to clarify queries and gain 

ing while there is still time to do something about it. 
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In summing up, rubrics: 

• Allow assessment to be more objective & consistent, 
• Show the student how their work will be evaluated. 
• Clearly show what is expected from the beginning of the project. 
• Enable students to focus on what is important. 
• Promote student awareness about the criteria to be used when assessing peer 

performance. 

 
Student involvement 
Distributed with the assessment task, the rubric takes the surprise out of assessmen
are given a clear indication of the teacher’s expectations and know what gra

provide consistency and fairness with less possibility of a teacher’s subjective bia
assessment.  They are particularly useful also in peer assessment when students ta
responsibility for evaluating each other’s work. 
 
There are no surprises as both teacher and student know what is
misunderstandings on the part of the student can be clarified at the outset.  Ideal
will also revisit the rubric during the course of the task to “touch base” and ensure tha

ownership of their learn
 
At their best rubrics also become tools of instruction as students negotiating a
understanding of the mark they will receive in relation to the different performance
 
Levelling the playing
Rubrics can also serve as an effective tool with struggling or reluctant students.
required performance levels create an opportunity for the teacher and student to
expectations and capabilities. It’s a process that has the potential to reduce both stud
teacher stress as the stud

 
 ta en to negotiate an agreed rubric with a student i
es ful submission more likely.  Furthermore, focus

 students with strategies, skills and opportunities to evalua
he members of the class. 
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• Provide a framework for negotiation. 

h’s College, 
year levels 
he concept 
o rubric 

construction.  Furthermore, many publishers now interpret the CSF criteria to units of work within 

vokes a common 
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intell is it being assessed?  Increasingly, traditional classroom assessment is 
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• perational definition of each element.  
en 4-10 criteria 

ents.  Ideally, the entire rubric should fit on one printed page. 
• Re-evaluate the rubric after use.  Did it work?  Did it contain enough detail? 
• Store your rubric in a format that facilitates access for future modification.  Take care 

when using online rubric construction sites to store a copy in your own files.  
 
Online rubric generators 
A number of excellent online construction tools are available to take the hard work out of 
constructing rubrics.   

 
The teacher’s perspective 
During the time that use of rubrics has been encouraged and supported at St Josep
Mildura it is interesting to note that they are not limited to particular subject areas or 
but are utilised right across the school. Teachers have become well acquainted with t
of standard assessment criteria within the VCE and have simply applied those skills t

text books making things that bit easier for teachers.  
 
Introducing teachers to rubrics, whether they be experienced or graduates, e

tio  of enthusiasm. Apart from the satisfaction of their students embark
 a clear understanding of expectations, teachers cite the benefits of rubrics 
• determining teaching effectiveness.  The ability to clearly establish which 

approaches/methods work and which don’t.  Are students achieving on th
the expected rate?  If not, does the teaching program need revision?

• determining achievement of desired goals.  Have all criteria be

• commu
benchmarks against which to measure and document student progress

   
Changing technology 
Assessment is becoming as complex as the technology our students are using to 
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• Each rubric item should focus on a different skill. 
• Evaluate only measurable criteria. 
• Determine whether a scoring mark (0-5) or words will be used (beginning

consolidating, accomplished) as indicators.  
 Write an o
• Keep your rubric short and simple.  Recommendations are betwe
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The best of these is Rubistar http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.shtml.  It’s free and o
user a full range of options from quickly and simply constructing a basic rubric with the
through to customising it fully, analysing results from the whole class or constructing a rub
scratch.  It also offers an online storage facility, although  you’d be well advised to also 
copy on your own computer as som

ffers the 
 template, 

ric from 
save a 

e sites have been known to discard files that haven’t been 
updated within a reasonable timeframe. 
 
Teach-nology rubric maker http://www.teach-nology.com/web_tools/rubrics/ is a simp
but is just as effec

ler product 
tive.  Like Rubistar, it provides numerous template options from a ‘behaviour 

rubric’ to provide feedback on student behaviour, through to a ‘webquest rubric’ generator with 

n resources.  
gy.  The value 

brics quickly and 
p to you.   

brics give students the opportunity to perform where disappointment will not be a 
taken into account fairly; where a teacher’s judgement is accounted 

for fully.  They provide both teacher and student with evidence of where the learning is 
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